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SAM RICHARDS AND LAURIE MULVEY ’94 PHD 
H&HD started talking about the Sandusky 
scandal less than 24 hours after Joe Paterno 
and Graham Spanier were ousted. Their 
725-seat, standing-room-only SOC 119 class, 
Race and Ethnic Relations, always chal-
lenges students to examine and rethink their 
perspectives, and on Nov. 10 they abandoned 
the regular lesson plan to dig into the scandal. 
As usual, they didn’t give answers; they raised 
questions. How should we think about leaders 

who make bad decisions? Why is so much 
hate being directed at the entire Penn State 
community? Are we somehow to blame? And 
how can we best support victims of sexual 
abuse?

Since then, they’ve continued to address 
the issues, devoting an additional class to 
child sex abuse, hosting a town hall for 
students, and returning to the topic during 
dialogues about race, ethnicity, and gender in 
their World in Conversation project, in which 
small groups of students discuss their beliefs 
and prejudices. 

In mid-July, we sat down with Sam and 
Laurie—as the husband-and-wife team is 
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universally known—to try to make sense of the 
previous eight months. They talked about some of 
the big-picture issues that can get lost in the daily 
headlines: the importance of “restorative justice,” the 
need to make ethical decisions, how to channel Penn 
State pride, and how best to keep the victims at the 
forefront.

LAURIE: I just keep seeing this image of a hurricane, 
or some natural disaster that we’re watching happen 
all around us. It’s that point where it’s the middle of 
the night and the storm’s coming through and you 
can’t really see all the damage yet, but you’re watch-
ing the trees fall down in front of your windows, and 
you’re wondering, “How bad is it going to be … 
 
SAM: … when the daylight comes.” 
 
LAURIE: Yeah, we’re waiting for daylight, but we’re 
not there yet. And to continue the metaphor, there 
won’t be any disaster relief coming, because this 
community is seen as being to blame for the destruc-
tion. There’s actually a lot of destruction already, but 
some of it hasn’t yet been felt in a real way. Right now, 
it’s more about broken relationships and ideologies 
and emotions, but there’s likely to be real economic 
consequences that may restructure the lives of 
people in the community. As I say that, I hear those 
who are thinking, “Oh, poor them. What about the 
real victims? What about the children who were not 
protected?” I’m definitely not suggesting we forget 
that for one minute. But I think it’s troublesome to 
deny that there are others who are or will be injured 
as well. I think it’s possible to acknowledge and work 
with all aspects of this.

Healing—and Humility
PENN STATER: What do you make of the Penn State 
community’s response to date?

 
LAURIE: The first thing that comes to mind is that I 

don’t think that most of us learn how to live with pain 
or disappointment or disillusionment. And so we 
want quick fixes—to get away from the pain. We’re 
not willing to allow it to affect us in ways that will 
ultimately heal. 

SAM: Instead we tend to lash out at others who we 
see as inflicting the pain upon us. We’ve seen a lot of 
that since last November—both inside and outside 
of the community—from the student reactions after 
Paterno was fired to the scathing anti-Penn State 
commentaries that exist in nearly every piece of 
media. Most of us don’t know what to do with how 
disturbed we are by all of this, and so our best option 
is often to just rage. 
 
LAURIE: Yeah, and this makes me think how often I 
hear Penn Staters saying, “I still have pride in my 
school,” or “We are still Penn State.” I understand the 
urgency to push ahead, to bring forward what is still 
important. That’s valuable and necessary. But I don’t 
think pride alone ever takes us through any kind of 
healing or reconciliation or restoration process. 

SAM: What does? 

LAURIE: Faith in the process. And a personal com-
mitment to it.  Which usually involves bearing some 
measure of pain—even if it’s just the subtle pain of 
disillusionment.

The world is mostly unconcerned about all of this 
in its need for proper punishment, which is under-
standable. So the Penn State community itself has 
to begin to rebuild what has been broken. We have 
to ask: How do we rebuild trust? How do we rebuild 
confidence? How do we continue our work when other 
people are saying, “I don’t want to be connected to 
people like them”? I’m not against punishment, but 
there is more to do around here than just to punish 
criminals. What we really need is commitment to a 
long-term process—and to seeing possibility where 
there seems to be none. I’ve recently seen T-shirts 
that say, “We are committed.” That sentiment begins 
to get at what I’m talking about … as long as we’re not 
just referring to winning football games. 



SAM: Yeah. I’ve been thinking a lot 
about all of my former students out 
there in the world. I think, How are 
they dealing with this? Personally, 
I’m taking this as an opportunity to 
look inward and grow as a person, 
and expand in my own ethical un-
derstandings and actions. So I think 
that’s my encouragement to them. 
People are going to point fingers, be-
cause that’s what human beings do, 
and that’s what so many of us do to 
somebody else when the problem is 
elsewhere. So think of how that feels, 
and remember to not do it next time.

LAURIE: But I don’t think we can forget the important 
critiques of the Penn State culture. They’re some-
times unfair and sometimes hard to hear, but I think 
underneath it all, the critics are saying, “Lives were 
horribly impacted by the actions of people trying 
to preserve a particular lifestyle at your university, 
and to just put money into a fund for RAINN doesn’t 
achieve the cultural changes that show you’ve been 
truly affected by this.” I don’t think we know yet why 
things happened as they did. But I think the concern 
among outsiders that the community will forget too 
quickly is worth considering—and taking seriously.

SAM: Once again, this is where humility comes in, 
because Penn Staters will continue to be judged very 
harshly. 

LAURIE: But it gets harder and harder, the more 
personal it gets—the more my work or my hopes or my 
intentions are affected because I’m connected to the 
Penn State brand. Probably every wisdom tradition in 
the world tells us to let go, right? Christianity tells us, 
“You must lose your life to gain your life.” Islam says, 
“Die before you die.” Buddhism says, “Let go of the 
ego.” So I keep telling myself, “OK, what if I let go of my 
concern for the value of my house, the reputation of my 
work, the path of my career? Just let it go.” This is pro-
foundly difficult to do, but I think that this situation is 
asking us, all of us, to do profoundly difficult things. I 

think that’s essentially how we go for-
ward authentically, how we move from 
darkness to light, if you will.

SAM: One reason Penn Staters are 
putting money into RAINN and 
PCAR and the Penn State Hershey 
Center for the Protection of Children 
is to build awareness so that we see 
change in the realm of abuse. So 
here’s an opportunity for Penn Staters 
to actually put this issue out front in 
their personal lives. The estimates 
are that one in five girls, one in eight 
boys, are sexually abused. But let’s 
get even more conservative and say 

one in seven girls, one in 10 boys. Walk out your front 
door. Identify seven females, and identify the first 10 
men, and assume that one of the females and one of 
the men has been sexually abused in some way as a 
child. And just keep doing that. Every situation you’re 
in, just keep doing that. And that’s being absolutely 
conservative, right? That’s transformative. And with 
this tiny act will come a deep awareness about this 
issue. Lives will change because of it.

PENN STATER: You could show up at that first football 
game and start counting.

SAM: Yes, start counting. We’re looking at what—
12,000 or 13,000 victims in Beaver Stadium? Wow.

LAURIE: This kind of awareness can be hard, bitter 
medicine. But this is one way each of us begins to 
make the world safer for victims to come forward, to 
tell their stories to us, and begin to heal.

Paterno’s Tangled Legacy
PENN STATER: Joe Paterno continues to be a focal 
point of this crisis. What questions about him should 
we be weighing?

SAM: A lot of people have asked me how they should 
really think about Joe Paterno at this point. People 
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say that a lifetime of good can be 
outweighed by one bad act, and a 
lifetime of bad can be outweighed 
by one really good act. Most times 
it’s irrelevant because you have your 
good acts and your bad acts. But I 
generally don’t like to weigh intan-
gibles. There are probably people 
who are alive today because of Joe 
Paterno. How do we account for 
that? We can’t. You just don’t. And so 
I don’t walk into that tangled web of 
comparison.

LAURIE: We also have to remember that we don’t have 
all of the facts of the case yet. But if we leave the na-
ture of the crimes aside and talk just about Joe Pater-
no, the man, I always think it’s too easy to say what 
someone should have done. Everything looks obvious 
in hindsight. So that line of thinking is ultimately a 
dead end. When I think of him, I prefer to turn my 
thoughts to the ways I fall short, or how I’ve turned 
the other way when faced with something hard. And 
then I try to hold myself to a higher standard.

SAM: And when we do that, we grow, right? We  
grow intellectually, we grow personally, morally, 
ethically. We develop a more nuanced understand-
ing of the world, and we get away from black and 
white thinking. Not reporting the rape of a child, 
well, there’s nothing gray there if that’s what hap-
pened. But that’s not what I’m talking about. What 
I’m talking about is how to evaluate an entire life-
time of work, the good with the bad. I’ll leave that 
call for the Creator.

Questioning  
the ‘Penn State Way’

SAM: I’ve been thinking a lot about whether Penn 
State is unique. In terms of the huge bureaucracy, it’s 
not. Every bureaucracy, every organization has some 
version of “the Penn State way.” I mean, go to John-
son & Johnson. Go to Kodak. Go to Exxon. Google, 
Microsoft, wherever. You’ll hear similar things. That 

doesn’t mean there aren’t negative 
consequences to this kind of think-
ing. But is it uniquely Penn State? I 
don’t think so.

And yet, alumni tend to say things 
like, “There’s something special 
about Penn State.” But you know 
what? If you had gone to LSU, you’d 
have been saying, “There’s some-
thing about Baton Rouge.” And if 
you’d have gone to Texas: “There’s 
something about Austin.” One of 
the things that I’ve noticed in all of 
the commentary is the attempt to 

paint Penn State as a place and a culture that’s really 
outside the box of ordinary. And that perpetuates 
the idea that this scandal is unique to something 
that exists here. But let me tell you what. People are 
not paying attention to crimes against children all 
over the country. They’re not turning in their fam-
ily members, their ministers, their favorite uncles, 
their upstanding neighbors, their aunts. They just 
say, “Stay away from So-and-So.” How do you know 
that So-and-So isn’t doing some really horrible thing 
with his or her next-door neighbor on the other side 
of town?

Now mind you, maybe this doesn’t often involve 
well-known football coaches and the top leadership 
of universities and so on. But from the perspective of 
the child, it doesn’t matter if it’s the president or the 
football coach or the grocery clerk. So the problem 
is, the more we just point the spotlight at Penn 
State, the less likely we are to pay attention to the 
stuff that’s happening all around us. And I mean all 
around us—look at the numbers. So that’s a message 
to the Penn State community. Stop seeing this place 
as somehow special. It’s really not.

PENN STATER: How does what you’ve observed con-
nect to your classroom work?

SAM: After everything happened in November, our 
students were coming back from Thanksgiving 
break and saying things like, “I wore my Penn State 
sweatshirt everywhere, and I just dared anybody to 
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say anything to me.” White students in particular re-
ally got a taste of what it’s like to wear a part of your 
culture—your identity—proudly and loudly in the 
very moment when it’s being attacked. In that sense, 
we saw a new level of empathy in all of our race dia-
logues. Our facilitators said that it was never so easy 
to get white students to understand 
things that students of color often 
share in our conversations.

LAURIE: We’ve also seen how Penn 
State students who are Ameri-
cans have recognized for the first 
time what it must be like for Arab 
Muslims to be called a “terrorist” 
even though you’re not one, and to 
always have to be fending off that 
label. When we had conversations 
between Penn State students and 
students from the Middle East after 
the scandal broke, the empathy in 
those conversations was unbeliev-
able. We never saw anything like it.

SAM: “You’re from Penn State? Oh, 
you support child rape.” “You’re 
from Saudi Arabia? Oh, you sup-
port terrorism.”

LAURIE: Another thing I’ve noticed 
from Penn State students, and 
maybe even the wider Penn State 
community, are sentiments like, 
“We’re going to be better than 
what they think we are. We’re going 
to stand taller. We’re going to be 
smarter.” And it’s just striking to 
watch that reaction, particularly in 
people who have never been in that 
one-down position before.

SAM: But that’s a positive thing, 
right? That would be a very posi-
tive thing for Penn Staters. So wear 
your Penn State paraphernalia, but 

wear it humbly. That could be profound right there. 
Every time you put that Penn State shirt on, let the 
Penn State insignia remind you to be humble. Cut 
with the defensiveness. It’s really easy to be defen-
sive, to slap back at the cynics. Do your best to tune 
it out. Focus on the task at hand—which is to deepen 

your understanding of self and 
your ethical and moral place in 
this institution, and in the world.

LAURIE: I’m just thinking of the 
incredible inner strength and dig-
nity it takes for people to walk the 
hard road and stay true to a higher 
ideal. You have to re-earn that abil-
ity at each step.

SAM: And it’s far from over. But 
truthfully, look, in an ideal world, 
it will never be over. Because what 
will have happened is, the lessons 
learned in this moment will have 
sunk so deeply inside of so many 
of us, that for the rest of our lives, 
we’ll be acting according to these 
new moral and ethical principles—
like valuing people over profit and 
prestige.

LAURIE: It takes willingness, 
though, to get beyond the surface of 
all the debates.

SAM: It’s powerful. You know, the 
potential here is just profound.

LAURIE: Yes, it’s a very rich mo-
ment. Anything can happen. And 
I always tell myself that when 
you’re in the midst of destruction, 
creation is coming. It’s on the other 
side. Once the hurricane winds stop 
blowing, and we know everything 
that’s crashed down, then rebuild-
ing starts and new things grow.  n
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During the turmoil of the past 
10 months, many Penn Staters 
have struggled as they try to 
discuss the Sandusky scandal and 
aftermath with each other—and 
with friends and families who 
aren’t tied to the university. 

Here’s a way for Penn Staters 
to come together and help each 
other cope—and talk about what 
should happen next.

Join sociology instructors Sam 
Richards and Laurie Mulvey at 8 
p.m. EDT, Wednesday, Sept. 12, 
as they continue this conversation 
online. For this dialogue to be 
productive, we need your voice.

The conversation will take place 
at livestream.com/pennstater. 
You can watch and listen as 
Sam and Laurie talk live about 
everything from the Joe Paterno 
statue controversy to child sex 
abuse to what we’ve learned about 
leadership. And, of course, what 
Penn Staters can do now—for 
ourselves and our school.

You ask can questions and 
comment in real time. Sign up 
in advance for an account at 
livestream.com, or participate via 
Facebook or Twitter.
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